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CE & President Message 

Dear Team Members,  

On Behalf of Management, I would like to congratulate all employees of 

askari general insurance co ltd on its 16th Anniversary. We kept our sights 

high and focused approach. I believe that to be distinctive in the industry it 

is important to be creative with out-of-box thinking and to offer level 

playing field to all, for which I am trying hard. Implementation of strong 

systems is the key to ensure sustainable growth, Our focus in year 2011 

was on refining these systems which in turn brought efficiency in our 

operations. 

Year 2011 was a mix of successes and challenges for us. AGICO was given 

IFS rating “A” by both the rating companies operating in Pakistan. We 

managed claims especially in Motor and Health segments. Theft claims in 

‘Motor’ reduced considerably as we started installing trackers in vehicles 

insured by us . In ‘Health’ class of business, we refined our client portfolio 

by dropping off clients with high loss ratio which resulted in increased 

profitability in this class of business. We have introduced On line Web 

Health Portal making information easily accessible and modifiable for our 

clients and business partners. The reinsurer has posed confidence in us by increasing our reinsurance limits in almost all classes of 

business. Our customer base for tracker+motor insurance is on swift rise, 24/7 Customer Service is also being appreciated in the 

market. We are focusing on innovative products introduction using the Information Technology. By the grace of Almighty Allah and 

efforts put in, resulted profitability in all classes of business which is highly motivating. 

Finally, I would entreat every team member to contribute heartily towards achievement of our objective of becoming the best in 

services in 2012. 

 

Warm Regards,  

 

Abdul Waheed  
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  Chief Editor Note:  

 

Welcome, everyone, to a packed issue of AGICO newsletter. This 

is the second issue that I have edited after assuming the 

editorship since 2011. This issue contains many interesting and 

rigorous articles, which reflect quite diverse subject areas. This 

is in keeping with AGICO’s core values as an  inclusive 

multicultural professional organization. 

I would like to take a moment to thank the Chief Executive, authors and my team members 

for their support towards this newsletter. Indeed, I could not have put together this issue 

without the active participation and support of all the above mentioned individuals.  

 

 

Delivering Corporate Social Responsibility. 

Women's Institute of Science Humanities (WISH) Islamabad is one of the best 

women educational institutes in the region. WISH is providing high quality of 

education to the female students and it has gained a great reputation and 

prestige in few years due to quality of education. WISH is producing future 

women leaders as teachers, scholars in Islamic studies, accountings, media 

persons, computer professionals and health care professionals. It is committed 

to create an environment that is inspiring, creative and challenging. The institute 

is striving to educate and empower women through integrated and well-

balanced education with excellence. The primary source of WISH university 

funds are foreign donations. 

AGICO has fulfilled cooperate social responsibility by contributing funds for the 

fascia of Wish University. Along with that the company is offering exciting 

internship opportunities for graduate students which will enable them to groom 

themselves professionally, improve their skills and get industry exposure that 

will help them to land on a better paying job. 
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       Vision 

  The Vision of askari general insurance company limited is to be amongst the  leading insurance companies   of 

the country with the clear perception of upholding the principles of corporate governance and making AGICO a 

profitable and growth oriented insurance company while creating insurance awareness and culture. 

Mission 

 To become a leading insurance company by providing client friendly services through highly  motivated team 

of dedicated professionals and ensuring progressive return to the shareholders. 

Core Values 

We demonstrate a commitment to integrity and ethical business practices and in being good corporate citizens.   

We do our best to make the lives of our employees more successful by providing them meaningful opportunities to realize their full 

potential.  

The Company makes every effort to cultivate a culture where every member of the company is bound to perform his/her duties 

professionally.  

We live up to our responsibility to the society by being an economic, intellectual and social asset to the country and community in 

which we do business. 

PRODUCTS &SERVICES 
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A training workshop was organized to train the employees of AGICO on Workplace Ethics. The head of 

HRD had taken the opportunity to share ideas with the employees regarding workplace ethics. This two 

weeks training workshop had provided great information and knowledge about the Workplace Ethics 

that could support our organization’s goals , objectives and ultimately lead to increase the effectiveness 

of the company. 

This training workshop was attended by 200 staff members of Head Office, Islamabad and Rawalpindi 

Branches.  Formal certificates were awarded to employees  after the completion of each session 

Training Avenue:  

 

HR NEWS            

 
Employee at Training Session 
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Mr. Fawad Asif Rana (Head HRD & Training )

Employees at Training Session  

Employees giving their feedback regarding Training 
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Head of HR Mr.Fawad Asif Rana has presented a research paper at the ‘International 
Academy of Management and Business’ (IAMB) Conference held at San Francisco USA. 
From 7th to 9th November 2011. More then 300 scholars presented  their research work at 
the international conference where he has received the ‘best overall manuscript award’.  He 
has been awarded by the certificate and cash prize of $500. Here is the title abstract of my 
research paper:  

“Impact Of Karasek’s Job-Demand-Control-Support 
Model On The  Employee Wellbeing” 

An Empirical Investigation of Sales Force in Pakistani Insurance Companies 
     Author:Mr.Fawad Asif Rana 

Abstract: 

This study investigated the effects of the Karasek’s Job Demand-Control-Social Support (JDCS) Model on employee well-being 

and quit intentions. Social support at work is measured by including both the peer support and the supervisor support. 

Furthermore, well-being is assessed by job satisfaction and burnout.  

To investigate the associations between job characteristics (e.g. JDCS), well-being and quit intentions, the data was 
collected from the sales employees of four major insurance companies of Pakistan. Standard self report questionnaires were 
used to collect data. Regression analysis was used to test the proposed hypotheses from 311 usable responses. 

Results indicated that job characteristics were all linked with well-being, assessed by job satisfaction and burnout. In 
addition, burnout along with supervisor and peer support is significant predictor of quit intentions. Furthermore, burnout 

 

 HR NEWS   

 

 

 

 

Sr # Employee Name Designatio

n 

ACII Pass Paper 

1 Muhammad Wasif Assistant 

Manger 
Insurance, legal and regulatory, General Insurance business, Insurance underwriting process, 
insurance claims handling process, packaged commercial insurances, Underwriting practice, 
Principles of Takaful, Insurance business and Finance. 

2 Nasir Siddique  Assistant 

Manger 
Insurance Underwriting process, Principles of Takaful, Insurance Law. 

3 Javed Kamoka  Manager 

Operations 
Certificate in IT for Insurance Professional. 

5 Muhammad Amin Assistant 

Manger 
 Insurance Underwriting process, Insurance Claims handling process. 

6 Hafiz Muhammad 

Abbas 

Assistant 

Manger 
 Insurance, legal and regulatory, 

7 Sana Ayub Assistant 

Manger 
 Insurance, Legal and regulatory, Insurance Underwriting process. 

8 Noman Mehboob Executive 

Officer 
Packaged Commercial Insurances, Risk Management, Advanced Claims. 

11 Zeeshan Ahmed 

Abbasi 

Executive 

Officer 
Insurance Claims Handling Process, Insurance Legal & Regulatory. 

10  Imtiaz Ali Deputy 

Manager 
Insurance Claims handling process, Insurance, legal and regulatory, Principles of Takaful 

9 Karim Ullah Baig Executive 

Officer 
Insurance Claims handling process, Insurance, legal and regulatory 

4 Mirza Qasim Nazir Executive 

Officer 
Insurance Claims handling process 

Agico is sponsoring the brilliant employees for the  professional insurance development need. 
 Human Talent  
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HR NEWS           

  

 

 

Welcome aboard:   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DH’s are requested to please forward nominations to HR for the best employee of the year & employee of 

the quarter with proper logical justification. The winner will be rewarded by a signed certificate and the 

nominated employee can share his/her views in the news letter 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A.V.P (Marketing) 

Omer Saleem 

Executive Officer (Tracker) 

Fahid Lodhi  

Assistant Manager 

Mushtaq Ahmed 

Assistant Manager (UW) 

Syed Ammar Ali Rizvi 

Assistant Manager (UW) 

Muhammad Qasim 

Junior Officer (MIS) 

Nabila Naz 

Deputy Manger (HRM) 

Amna Gul 

Assistant (Admin) 

Hassan Bin Tariq 

Assistant (Claims) 

Muhammad Muzaffar 

Tracker Techinician  (Tracker) 

Farhan Anjum 

Tracker Techinician (Tracker) 

Hafeez Babar 

Tracker Techinician (Tracker) 

Muhammad Ijaz 

Tracker Techinician (Tracker) 

Muhammad Imtaiz 

Executive Officer(u/w) 

Ahmad Zeb 

Deputy Manager  (Marketing) 

Rai Khalid Mahmood 

Marketing Officer (Marketing) 

Muhammad Wishal 

Assistant Manager (Marketing) 

Muhammad Saleem 

Junior Officer (Claims) 

Muhammad Usman   

A.V.P (Marketing) 

Syed Hassan Mehtab  

Manager (Asset)  

Major Mustafa Kamal 

Tracker Techinician (Tracker) 

Muhammad Ijaz 

BEST EMPLOYEE OF THE YEAR 

BEST EMPLOYEE OF THE QUARTER 

 

 

 

 

Tracker Techinician (Tracker) 

Ishfaq Ahmed 

Deputy Manager (Health 

Dr.Abida Khursheed 

Assitant Manager(Marketing) 

Nadeem shoukat  

Executive Officer((  Underwriting) 

Usman Raiz Cheema  

Manager(Marketing) 

Shuja Intezar Siddiqui   

Executive Officer(MIS) 

Hammad Hussain 

Peon   (Admin) 

Faisal Mehmood  
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“Country Head”  

Defence Business 

 

Undoubtedly Pakistan’s deplorable economic plight has 

germinated from the menaces of terrorism, political 

precariousness, energy crisis and recent strained Pak-

US relations. This lead widespread awareness about 

importance of insurance and its return on investment. 

AGICO, a subsidiary of AWT, is one of the apex 

insurance organizations which has shown adaptability 

to the current fragile financial milieu and are not only 

consolidating their market share but also expanding its 

business base steadily. AGICO’s Defence Marketing 

Division, raised in 2010 with independent portfolio, has 

also been instrumental in cementing and expanding its 

base. Nevertheless, Defence sector is no exception to the 

market fragility besides finite opportunities due to 

inherent dynamics. Notwithstanding this,  

AGICO’s Defence Division has profitably explored all 

avenues last year and business headway was taken into 

numerous novel clients besides fostering the old ties. 

 

 

 

 

Not complacent, Defence Marketing Division team has 

now targeting corporate and commercial sector besides 

Defence clients. Our dynamic and inventive team under 

the able guidance & ultimate leadership of worthy CEO 

& President is driving the shift and has already started 

utilizing the potentials of corporate/commercial sector. 

This needs restructuring and augmentation of the 

existing set of members. Engulfed by sea deep 

opportunities, corporate/commercial sector 

necessitates micro analysis and execution strategy to 

infiltrate. Frequent visits coupled with presentations 

and copious meetings will be required to groove in the 

business soil. The Team is however required to be 

beefed up by inducting more professionals with 

matching zeal and passion. 

Already a success story, Defence Marketing Division will 

soon be setting new standards of professional 

excellence and vision through its innovative marketing 

strategy, zealous team effort, and dedication to the 

parent organization. Thinking beyond the thought is the 

dictum of the year. The team’s efforts are expected to be 

lauded as always with due incentives. We reiterate our 

promise to our commitment to excel and strive to 

produce the best while hoisting the AGICO and AWT flag 

high. 

 

 

 

DEFENCE BUSINESS MARKETING DIVISION  NEWS  

           

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   MUSTAFA SALMAN PASHA 
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WORKPLACE ETHICS PRINCIPLES 

 

 

 

 

 

Jamil Ahmed (Senior Vice President) 

Chief Finance Officer  

 

 

Every Company should draw some principles of 

Workplace Ethics. It benefits hugely to the 

company not in terms of increased productivity but 

it will also make the workplace more beautiful, 

harmonious and conducive to personal as well as 

organization’s growth. Irrespective of the working 

conditions, and the nature of work and workforce, 

some ethical principles must be followed by every 

employee to enhance the workplace harmony and 

in turn productivity. Some of them are: 

Integrity: Personal integrity of the employees is 

very important and must be honored at any cost. 

Objectives: Clear understanding of Company’ 

objectives by each employee and clarity in their 

role to achieve it. 

Responsibility: Every employee should have as 

clear sense of responsibility. 

Respect: It is evident that every employee should  

 

 

 

respect seniors as well as subordinates and their 

views too. 

Professionalism: It should be shown by all at all 

levels. 

Confidentiality: It is a prime responsibility of 

every employee to keep the confidentiality of the 

data of the organization they are working for. 

Fairness: There must be fairness in every activity 

undertaken in the company. This fairness instills a 

lot of confidence and belief among the employees. 

Openness: there must be freedom of expression to 

everyone that will instill the sense of belongingness 

and worth among the employees. 

Behavior: A clear guidelines for interpersonal 

behavior must be set and taught to employees. 
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GLOBAL AND INTERNAL CRISIS EFFECT PAKISTAN’S 

ECONOMY.    

      

 

Rana Nadeem Shahid (Executive Officer (Accounts)) 

Sargodha/Khurrianwalla                              

Pakistan economy has considerably lost significant growth momentum 

during last three years as the economic growth averaged just 2.6 % as 

against 5.3% in the preceding eight years. There are many reasons for 

deceleration of growth momentum like massive terms of trade shock of 

2008, global financial crisis, and intensification of war on terror, security 

hazards and high profile killing. 

In year 2011, the global economy remained in recession due to the euro 

zone debt crisis, the instability in American economy due to an increase 

in the legal debt ceiling, elimination of quantative easing and stagnant 

policies of the developed nations. Europe is in its debt. Individual 

countries are struggling to survive and restructure, while European 

banks suffer as countries default and the banks and the stronger 

European economies are forced to provide bail out package to save 

struggling countries from collapse. The European crisis will also case a 

decrease in exports from Pakistan and Bangladesh. Foreign investment 

in both countries also is likely to decrease. For Pakistan decreased trade 

and foreign investment can cause a problem as Pakistan did not issue 

Bonds in June2011.Europe is a major importer of Chinese products. The 

European debt crisis is causing a decrease in imports of those Chinese 

products to Europe, resulting in a decreased in Chinese economy. If 

China‘s economy slows it will ultimately affect Pak-China trade. The 

world economic crisis results in decrease in oil prices which would 

impact economic activity in Middle East. Pakistan currently has millions 

of citizens’ work in Middle East who send remittances back to Pakistan. 

Any disruption of activity in the Middle East will undercut those 

remittances and can cause problem in the balance of payments of 

Pakistan. During the year 2010-2011,the economy ‘s capacity to 

withstand internal and external pressures of extreme nature was tested 

by the devastated flood that engulfed one-fifth of the country, 

jeopardize fiscal consolidation ,efforts of the government already 

recovering from rehabilitating of half a million internally displaced 

persons of Swat. The problem was further compounded by paucity of 

resources as a result of lukewarm response from development 

partners. The economy was also confronted with inherited structural 

problems like acute energy shortages and fiscal profligacy. The 

government is striving to win political support of sustainability and 

ownership of critical reforms in the areas of taxation and power sector. 

The domestic environment is still affected by the  

intensification of war on terror and volatile security situation. 

Pakistan s economy still faces pressures from higher inflation driven 

mainly by spike in food prices, power shortage, modest growth in tax 

revenues amidst rising security related expenditure thereby, 

putting pressure on fiscal deficit ;lower than anticipated inflows 

and growing absolute financing requirements. 

Pakistan economy suffered a significant supply shock in the aftermath 

of devastating floods of July2010 in addition to massive disruptions in 

provision of energy. 

Real GDP growth in the outgoing year is now estimated at 2.4% 

compared to 3.8% in the previous fiscal year. This compared with 4.4% 

projected growth for the global GDP, 6.5% growth in developing 

countries and 8.7% in South Asia. Gross fixed investment declined 

sustainability from 22.5% of GDP in 2006-07 to 13.4% provisionally in 

2010-11.This is the lowest ever investment in the last four decades. 

More importantly the private sectors witness a significant fall and 

recorded lowest ratio since 1998-99. 

Pakistan s economy weathered an unprecedented set of challenges in 

2010-2011. A spill-over effect of the European debt crisis was felt on 

debt and fiscal sustainability of PAKISTAN. Finally, the year witnessed 

the intensification of domestic security challenge which has exacted an 

extremely high cost on the economy, both in terms of direct cost of the 

fight against terrorism as well as in terms of knock on effect on in 

vestment inflows and market confidence. 

 

Agri Insurance (Crops, Live Stocks Insurance & 

Agri Assets) 

Muhammad Tariq 
Manager (Crops & Gen.) 

 

These are the tremendous moments for us to inform you all that we 

have achieved one more land mark by underwriting Rs.10 Million in 

Crops/Live Stock insurance in year 2011. 

 In May, 2010 we had launched these products in market and 

immediately made two agreements with “The Bank of Punjab” & 

“Askari Bank Ltd”. Now in the beginning of this year 2012, we have 

further made an agreement with Faysal Bank Ltd to get their all 

insurance business of this class. We hope and pray for AGICO to get a 

major market share of this class in near future.       
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Agico Health takes the lead in launching VAS 
offering discounts on cash basis to its clients 
and AWT group employees. List circulated 
periodically. Launched initially in Rawalpindi 
and Islamabad. Will be extended countrywide. 

Agico Health is the first health insurance 
company to enlist Quaid-e- Azam International 
Hospital (QIH), Rawalpindi on its panel. 

Dear Clients! 

Agico is committed to provide quality medical care to its 
clients.  

To promote health and health awareness of all persons 
covered by askari health, we are now announcing yet 
another value added service to all its clients; 

Askari Friendly Doctors and Diagnostics  

Where selected qualified Specialists/ diagnostic services 
would be available for routine consultations on substantially 
discounted rates and on priority servicing.  

This will minimize health hazards resulting from treatment 
by quacks and unqualified practitioners.. 

In Islamabad,  

Dr. Khursheed Khwaja. CHILD SPECIALIST.Clinic:  

 Basement, Saleem Plaza, Blue Area, Islama
 bad.Mode: Walk-in/ Appointment Timings: 5-
 8 p.m.Services Available: Consultations, Vac
 cinationsDiscount: Upto 20% on consulta
 tionsPriority to askari clients: YesContact 
 number/s: 051-2274009, 0321-5370108 

Dr. Altaf Hussain Shah. ORTHOPEDIC SURGEONClinic:  

 Basement, Saleem Plaza, Blue Area, Islama
 bad.Mode: Walk-in/ AppointmentTimings: 
 1.30-2.30 p.m. & 5-8 p.m. + emergencies on 
 callServices Available: Consultations, trauma 
 management, First Aid, Dressings, Plasters, 
 Intra Articular injections, Routine X-
 raysDiscount: Upto 20% on consultations and 
 proceduresPriority to askari clients: YesContact 
 number/s: 051-2274009, 0333-5100544. 

Dr. Mobeen Khan, SKIN SPECIALIST 

 Basement, Saleem Plaza, Blue Area, Islama
 bad.Mode: Walk-in/ AppointmentTimings: 5-8 
 p.m.Services Available: Consultations, skin 
 biopsies, cosmetic treatmentDiscount: Upto 
 20% on consultationsPriority to askari clients: 
 YesContact: 051-2274009 

Dr. Ali Raza’s  

I.H.S Children Hospital, CHILD SPECIALIST  

Location: St 30, F-10/1, Islamabad. 

Mode: Walk-in/ Appointment / Emergency 

Timings: Round the clock 

Services Available: Consultations, Vaccinations, 
emergencies, Lab, Pharmacy, Discount: Upto 
20% on consultations, 5% on Pharmacy 

Priority to askari clients: Yes 

Contact: 051-2298186, 0301-8553773. 

Prof. Dr. Nadeem Akhtar, PAEDIATRIC SURGEON 

Clinic: I.H.S Hospital, St. 30, F-10/1, Islamabad. 

Mode: By Appointment. Timings: Evenings 

Services Available: Consultations, emergencies, Lab, 
Pharmacy, Discount: Upto 20% on consultations, 5% on 
Pharmacy. 

Priority to askari clients: Yes 

Contact: 051-2298186 

Dr. Uzma Shahid, MRCGP, FAMILY PHYSICIAN/ GENERAL 
PRACTITIONER. 

Clinic: I.H.S Hospital, St. 30, F-10/1, Islamabad. 

Mode: Walk-in/ Appointment  

Timings: 5-8 p.m. MON- FRI, SAT: 
Appointments only 

Services Available: Consultations, emergencies, 
Lab, Pharmacy. Discount: Upto 20% on 
consultations, 5% on Pharmacy 

Priority to askari clients: Yes 

Contact: 051-2298186 

Dr. Asif Irfan, MEDICAL SPECIALIST/ 
GASTROENTEROLOGIST 

Clinic: Basement, Huma Plaza, Blue Area, Islamabad. 

Mode: Appointments only Timings: 6-9 p.m. 

Services available: Consultations, Endoscopies 

Discount: Upto 10% 

Priority to askari clients: Yes 

Contact: 0333-5610806. 

Dr. Muhammad Shakaib Anwar, CONSULTANT EYE 
SURGEON. 

Clinic: 389, Street 43, G-9/1, Islamabad. 

Mode: Appointments only. Timings: 5-8 P.M 

Services available: Eyesight exams, all operations/ IOLs 
Discount: Upto 15% 

Priority to askari: No as appointments are booked in 
advance. 

Contact: 051-2852836, 0300-5323466 

Dr. Asif Ali BDS, DENTAL SERVICES 

Clinic: Ali Dental Surgery, Basement, Huma Plaza, Blue 
area, Ibd. 

Mode: Appointment preferable. 

Timings: 10 a.m-1 p.m., 4-8 p.m. 

Services available: All dental consultations, procedures 
except X-rays 

Discount: Upto 20% 

Priority servicing: Yes 

Contact: 051-2272192, 0321-9546820 

Dr. Ahmed Imran, SKIN SPECIALIST, 

Clinic: The Clinic, 965-B, Saidpur Road, Rawalpindi. Mode: 
By Appointment only 

Timings: 7-9 p.m. 

Services Available: Consultations, skin biopsies, cosmetic 
laser 

Discount: Upto 20% on consultations 

Priority to askari clients: Yes 

Contact: 051-4570499, 0333-5101989. 

Dr. Irfan Ahmed, AUDIOLOGIST 

Clinic: The Clinic, 965-B, Saidpur Road, Rawalpindi. Mode: 
By Appointment only. Pre-Approval required for 
Audiometries 

Timings: 7-9 p.m. 

Services Available: Consultations, Hearing assessment, 
Special audiometries 

Discount: Upto 10% on consultations and Audiometries 

Priority to askari clients: Yes 

 Contact: 0333-5173509. 

Prof. Dr. Syed Irfan Ahmed, MEDICALSPECIALIST/
GASTROENTEROLOGIST 

 Clinic: The Clinic, 965-B, Saidpur Road, Rawalpindi. 

Mode: Walk-in/ Appointment. Timings: 6-8 p.m. 

Services Available: Consultations. 

Discount: Upto 20% on consultations.  

Priority to askari clients: Yes 

   Contact: 051-, 051-4410777,  

  0333-5261122. 

Dr. Mazhar Rizvi, CHILD SPECIALIST 

Clinic: Izhar Children Clinic, Khanna Road, 

Shakarial Rawalpindi. 

Mode: Walk-in/ Appointment. Timing: 5-9 p.m. 

Services Available: Consultations, Vaccinations 

Discount: Upto 20% on consultations 

Contact: 0300-5218485 

Cantt. Lab and Medical Imaging 

Location: 20, Al-Amin Plaza, The Mall, Rawalpindi 

Mode: Walk-in/ Appointment Timings: 24/7 

Services: Lab and X-ray/ Ultrasound 

Discount: Upto 15% 

Contact: 051-5701093-5 

*Valid Health card maybe shown as a proof of being insured 
with askari health. 

*This arrangement is available with immediate effect. 

This is another unique and exclusive service in the 
country, available as yet to Agico health clients only. 

We Wish you all “Good Health”. 

 
ASKARI HEALTH NEWS         

Askari Health is pleased to launch its new 
product ASHA, askari Stuent Health 
Advantage. 

This is the first of its kind in Pakistan where 
students from preschool to University level 
can avail health insurance as a group.  

The unique advantage is that the coverage is 
available 24/7 throughout the year including 
vacations. 

Insured students will have access to askari 
panel network and all value added services 
plus attractive discounts on upcoming 
products. 

For details contact through website or UAN 
111-444-687." 
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Fire Risk Assessment - How to 

Protect Your Business from 

Fire Risk 

 

Engr.Muhammad Younus Bashir                                                                                                       

Vice President - Risk Management 

 

Fires not only endangering life, but they can 

also be a serious cost to any business. The 

following few lines would suggest how to 

escape the risk of fires occurring and 

measures you can take to minimize damage 

when fire occurs. Here I am going to explain 

the legal obligations that every business has 

to protect people in the workplace.  

 

Essentially, fire risk assessments mean 

looking at all aspects of the workplace from 

the standpoint of fire safety: dimensions and 

layout, substances used or stored on the site, 

number of occupants, and what they do on 

the site, etc. Look for hazards such as 

combustibles, flammables, and sources of 

ignition, and consider who will be at risk or 

what damage may occur if fire starts. Look 

for places where fire will spread rapidly, or 

where people might be trapped or injured 

trying to escape.  

Use your findings to try to reduce the 

chances of a fire occurring and to take steps 

to reduce death, injury, or damage to 

property if a fire occurs. Inform employees of 

the fire risk assessment findings and enlist 

their cooperation in drawing up an 

emergency plan for what to do in the event 

of a fire: where to find an escape route, how 

to inform emergency 

Please make sure that your employees must 

know exactly what to do if a fire accident 

occurs and conduct frequent drills by giving 

fire safety training. So in a real emergency 

they can perform these tasks and get to 

safety quickly. Have a hand on the up-to-date 

list of people who are in the building so you 

can determine if anyone has been left inside. 

Doors should open easily in the direction of 

escape, and exits should be adequately 

marked and properly lit. Because states have 

specific requirements regarding fire escape 

doors, emergency lighting, etc.,  

ask a fire marshal to visit your premise and   

advise you on providing escape routes. 

 

Check with state fire authorities to find out 

whether your premises require a sprinkler 

system or other on-site fire-fighting 

equipment. In obtaining fire extinguishers, 

fire blankets, or other equipment, make sure 

you purchase equipment that is adequate for 

the size and conditions of your premises.  

Make sure all your employees know where 

the equipment is stored and when and how 

to use it properly. Be sure to check and test 

all equipment routinely according to the 

product specifications.  

 

 

 

 

 

Comparison between Conventional & 

Takaful insurance 

Nasir Siddique 

Assistant Manager (underwriting)         

Lahore Branch 

Takaful Companies 

Takaful is based on mutual cooperation. 

Takaful is free from interest (Riba), 

gambling, (Maysir), and uncertainty 

(Gharar). 

All or part of the contribution paid by the 

Participant is a donation to the Takaful Fund, 

which helps other Participants by providing 

protection against potential risks. 

Takaful companies are subject to the 

governing law as well as a Shari’a 

Supervisory Board. 

There is a full segregation between the 

Participants Takaful Fund account and the 

shareholders' accounts. 

Any surplus in the Takaful Fund is shared 

among Participants only, and the investment 

profits are distributed among Participants 

and shareholders on the basis of Mudaraba 

or Wakala models. 

In case of the deficit of a Participants’ 

Takaful Fund, the Takaful operator (Wakeel) 

provides free interest loan (Qard Hasan) to 

the Participants. 

 

The Plan Owners’ and shareholders’ capital 

is invested in investment funds that are 

Shari’a compliant. 

Takaful companies have re-insurance with 

Re-Takaful companies or with conventional 

re-insurance companies that adhere to 

certain conditions of Shari’a. 

Conventional Insurance Companies 

Conventional insurance is based solely on 

commercial factors. 

Conventional insurance includes elements of 

interest, gambling, and uncertainty. 

The premium is paid to conventional 

insurance companies and is owned by them 

in exchange for bearing all expected risks. 

Conventional companies are only subject to 

the governing laws. 

Premium paid by the Policyholder is 

considered as income to the company, 

belonging to the shareholders. 

All surpluses and profits belong to the 

shareholders only. 

In case of deficit, the conventional insurance 

company covers the risks. 

The capital of the premium is invested in 

funds and investment channels that are not 

necessarily Shari’a compliant. 

Conventional insurance companies do not 

necessarily have re-insurance with re-

insurance companies that abide by Shari’a 

principles. 
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M. ARSHAD SAIGAL  1/Jan 

NASEER AHMED  1/Jan 

GHULAM FAREED  1/Jan 

MUHAMMAD RIAZ  1/Jan 

RASHID HALIM  1/Jan 

MOHAMMAD ASIF  1/Jan 

MUHAMMAD SHAHBAZ  1/Jan 

FAYYAZ GUL  1/Jan 

HIJAB-E-ZAINAB  1/Jan 

RAI KHALID MAHMOOD 1/Jan 

MUHAMMAD SALEEM  1/Jan 

MUHAMMAD ZEESHAN  1/Jan 

TOUSEEF-UR-REHMAN  1/Jan 

FAKHAR ABBAS  1/Jan 

SYED TAZEEM  2/Jan 

MIAN ASIF MAJEED  2/Jan 

AAMER ILYAS  2/Jan 

MOHSIN NAVEED  2/Jan 

MUHAMMAD TAHIR  3/Jan 

HAFIZ MUHAMMAD ABBAS 3/Jan 

MUHAMMAD QASIM  5/Jan 

RANA SHAHBAZ Ahmed 5/Jan 

BABAR MURTAZA  6/Jan 

UMAR FAROOQ  6/Jan 

MUHAMMAD WAQAS              6/Jan 

AZEEM AHMED ANSARI 6/Jan 

MUHAMMAD WASIF  7/Jan 

MIRZA MUHAMMAD  7/Jan 

JAFAN AL-EAIN INAYAT 7/Jan 

BADAR UZ ZAMAN  10/Jan 

SYED ZEESHAN  10/Jan 

AKBAR ALI SHIGRI  11/Jan 

TAHIR ALI KHAN  11/Jan 

SHAKEELA MUMTAZ  11/Jan 

MUHAMMAD ILYAS  12/Jan 

NADEEM SHAHID  12/Jan 

MUJAHID HUSSAIN  12/Jan 

MUHAMMAD RIASAT  13/Jan 

MUHAMMAD ABID SHAH 15/Jan 

COL AYUB AEZAD  15/Jan 

AKHTER ALI  15/Jan 

MUHAMMAD AFTAR  15/Jan 

IJAZ ALI   15/Jan 

NAUMAN AHMAD DAUD 17/Jan 

MUHAMMAD ZULFIQAR 18/Jan 

ABDUL. REHMAN  18/Jan 

WASEEM ULLAH  19/Jan 

MUHAMMAD IQBAL  20/Jan 

MUHAMMAD AFSAR  24/Jan 

FAWAD NADEEM  24/Jan 

MUHAMMAD AFSAR  24/Jan 

M.NASIR EHSAN  25/Jan 

KASHIF RASHID  25/Jan 

SHAIKH ABDUL WAHAB 25/Jan 

GUL AFSHAN  29/Jan 

AZIZ-UR-REHMAN  30/Jan 

SYED USMAN ALI  1/Feb 

MUHAMMAD IQBAL  2/Feb 

ABDUL REHMAN  3/Feb 

KHADIM HUSSAIN  3/Feb 

TAHIR MEHMOOD KHAN 4/Feb 

KHIZAR RAHMAN RAJA  4/Feb 

AKHTAR AZEEM  4/Feb 

AZHAR IQBAL BAJWA  4/Feb 

ATIF HUSSAIN  5/Feb 

NADEEM KHAN  6/Feb 

AYAZ MUHAMMAD  8/Feb 

SHAOOR HASSAN  9/Feb 

SYED ALI RAZA  10/Feb 

ASIF RAZA   11/Feb 

KASHIF SOHAIL  13/Feb 

FARHEEN RAFIQUE  13/Feb 

ABDUL QADIR  13/Feb 

ASIF UL ISLAM BHATTI  14/Feb 

NADEEM AHSAN  15/Feb 

MALIK NAVEED AHMED 15/Feb 

CH SHAMS UL HAQ  17/Feb 

REHAN HASSAN  18/Feb 

NASIR SIDDIQUE  18/Feb 

NADEEM ULLAH  18/Feb 

TAYYAB IQBAL  19/Feb 

MUSTAFA KAMAL  19/Feb 

RUBINA S RIZVI  19/Feb 

ROOH ULLAH JAN  20/Feb 

SAJJAD AHMAD  20/Feb 

FAZALWAHID MIAN  20/Feb 

MIRZA QASIM NAZIR  22/Feb 

SALEEM TAJUD DIN  27/Feb 

ZEESHAN SKEEN  28/Feb 

MUHAMMAD ARSALAN  28/Feb 

 ARSHAD MEHMOOD  1/Mar 

MUHAMMAD IKRAM  1/Mar 

ABID HUSSAIN  1/Mar 

MUHAMMAD IMRAN ANSARI 1/Mar 

KHURSHEED SHAHEEN  1/Mar 

ALLAH BAKSH  1/Mar 

ABDUL RASHID  2/Mar 

IMTIAZ ALI   2/Mar 

MUHAMMAD MUBASHIR 3/Mar 

IMRAN HUSSAIN  3/Mar 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MIAN ARIF TANVIR   3/Mar 

M. MUBASHAR   4/Mar 

MASOOM ALI   4/Mar 

SULEMAN KHALID   5/Mar 

MUHAMMAD QASIM   7/Mar 

MUDDASSAR JAVAID   7/Mar 

MUHAMMAD ASIF   9/Mar 

MUHAMMAD NAEEM   9/Mar 

MUHAMMAD ARSHAD TARAR            10/Mar 

MUHAMMAD HAROON                 12/Mar 

RUKHSANA NAZIR                 13/Mar 

QAZI ASIM ISLAM                13/Mar 

MUHAMMAD ALI SIDDIQUI                15/Mar 

KHURAM SHAHZAD                 15/Mar 

WAQAR AHMED                 15/Mar 

SOBIA KHAN ROHAIL                 16/Mar 

RIZWAN SAEED                 17/Mar 

GUL DAD SHAH                18/Mar 

MUHAMMAD RAFIULLAH                18/Mar 

SAJID GHANI                 19/Mar 

NOMAN MUHAMMAD                 20/Mar 

GHULAM HUSSAIN                 21/Mar 

MUHAMMAD JAVED                22/Mar 

SOHAIL KHALIQUE                 23/Mar 

NABILA NAZ                24/Mar 

ALI SHER                  25/Mar 

MIRZA FARHAN BAIG                 26/Mar 

NAFEES AHMED             27/Mar 

TAJAMUL IQBAL                 28/Mar 

SANA AYUB                  31/Mar 

SYED AMMAR ALI                 31/Mar 

MUHAMMAD AMIN                 31/Mar 
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 Market news          

Record natural catastrophe losses in 2011  
2011 was dominated by political unrest, global economic uncertainty 

and an unprecedented level of  natural catastrophes. Munich Re said 

that natural catastrophe losses for 2011 totaled $380 billion. His is a 

record and is $160 billion higher than the previous global record set 

in 2005 following hurricanes Katrina, Wilma and Rita. In 2011, more 

than 70% of economic losses occurred in the Asia-Pacific region, and 

about 90% of the 820 natural disasters were weather-related. Global 

insured losses were $105 billion during 2011, also setting a new 

record beating the previous record of $101 billion in 2005, according 

to Munich Re. The United States also set a record with 12 separate 

billion-dollar weather disasters in 2011, with an aggregate damage 

total of approximately $52 billion, the National Oceanic and 

Atmospheric Administration said in December. The biggest single 

event in economic terms was the Japanese quake and ensuing 

tsunami in March. This caused $210 billion of economic losses and 

$40 billion of insured losses. Other significant natural catastrophe 

losses in 2011 include:  

Queensland floods Christchurch earthquakes ,Cyclone Yasi ,1,600 US 

tornados ,Hurricane Irene ,Thailand floods Early predictions for 2012 

indicate further potentially heightened activity, since a La Niña event 

in the Pacific Ocean is expected to last well into 2012. The 

phenomenon is a cooling of waters in the central Pacific and has a 

global impact on weather. Forecasters expect it to bring above-

average rains to northern and eastern Australia and more cyclones 

than normal during the Australian November to April storm season. 

La Niña events also tend to strengthen the Atlantic hurricane season. 

ate University researchers expect an above-average hurricane 

season if conditions that bring warmer than usual tropical water 

temperatures in the Atlantic continue and there are no major El Nino 

events. El Nino is a warming of surface waters in the eastern and 

central Pacific, affecting wind patterns that can trigger droughts in 

Australia and suppress Atlantic hurricanes. However, the winter 

across Europe and the United States is also expected to be milder, 

forecasters say.  

Claims and legal issues 

Costa Concordia losses could reach $1 billion 
Insurers could face claims of up to $1 billion from the Costa 

Concordia cruise liner disaster making it the biggest marine loss ever. 

According to press reports, current comments from various insurers 

and underwriters suggest that the insurance loss from the Costa 

Concordia will likely be $500 million to $1 billion. The ship ran 

aground on 13 January off the Italian coast near Giglio in the 

southern corner of the Tuscan Archipelago. The cover is shared 

among a number of insurers, including Allianz, Munich Re and RSA. 

The lead insurer is XL at Lloyd's. Munich Re has said it expects its 

share of claims from the stricken cruise ship to be in the mid double-

digit million euro range. The Standard Club is the lead P&I insurer 

with claims handling authority for the cruise ship operator, operating 

a quota share arrangement with fellow P&I club The Steamship 

Mutual. This means the passenger and potential third-party liability 

cover emanating from the fatal accident will enter the international 

reinsurance markets through the clubs' membership of the 

International Group (“IG”) of major P&I clubs. The IG operates a 

pooling arrangement for losses exceeding $8 million and then buys a 

vast $2.06 billion reinsurance 

protection in the London and 

international reinsurance market in 

excess of $60 million. In addition to 

costs for the vessel under hull 

insurance, further losses may arise 

due to liability claims from 

passengers (including liability claims 

from the dependents of passengers killed, from passengers injured 

and for lost luggage), recovery of the wreck, and possibly from 

e n v i r o n m e n t a l  l i a b i l i t y  c l a i m s .                

At  the time of going to press, it remains unclear how the wreck is to 

be salvaged and what the costs of this will be, although initial 

estimates are in the $80 million to $100 million range. An oil spill 

causing pollution would also lead to further claims under 

environmental liability. Six died and another 17 are missing from the 

4,200 crew and passengers who were on board the ship. Italian 

authorities have detained the ship's captain on charges of suspected 

manslaughter amid reports it was sailing too close to the shore.  

Thailand flooding to cost insurers US$10 billion  

 

The flooding in Thailand 

during the fourth quarter of 

2011 is expected to bring 

insured losses of more than 

309 billion baht (US$10 

billion), according to 

reinsurance intermediary Aon 

Benfield, with estimated 

economic losses of 1.41 

trillion baht. Commercial and 

personal properties, with about 4 million homes and thousand of 

businesses, were damaged by the floods across Thailand. Of the 1.41 

trillion baht in economic losses estimated by the World Bank, 661 

billion baht and 689 billion baht came from property damage and 

lost productivity, respectively. The hardest hit industries were 

electrical appliances and equipment, medical equipment, 

automobiles and food and beverage manufacturers.  

In total, more than 13.4 million people were affected in at least 64 of 

Thailand's 77 provinces. A preliminary insured loss estimate by the 

Office of Insurance Commission was 200 billion baht, although this is 

significantly below the industry projection give above which suggests 

that losses will exceed 309 billion baht.  

Swiss Re said the Thailand floods are expected to bring it losses of 

US$600 million, net of retrocession and before tax. Total insured 

losses are predicted to amount between US$8 billion to US$11 

billion, according to Swiss Re.  

The flooding has a significant impact on Japanese non-life insurers, 

which offer insurance coverage for Japanese manufacturers and 

companies operating in Thailand. Tokio Marine Holdings Inc. said 

Thailand flooding is expected to cause net incurred losses of about 

100 billion yen (US$1.3 billion) on a consolidated basis, including its 

major subsidiary Tokio Marine & Nichido Fire Insurance Co. MS&AD 

Insurance Holdings Inc. said the Thailand floods are expected to 

bring losses of about 130 billion yen for the group. NKSJ Holding Inc. 

said the floods are projected to cause net incurred losses of 30 

billion yen. 
: General Insurance Current Issues Newsletter – January 2012 Page 8 of 23 
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AWT Plaza, The Mall,  
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about Newsletter and  welcome any 

suggestions for future editions. For 

feedback mail to: nl@agico.com.pk 
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BRANCH NETWORK         

Branch Address Phone Fax Email Address 

Head office AWT plaza, 4th floor, the Mall road, Rawalpindi. 051-9272425-7 051-9272424 info@agico.com.pk 

Islamabad I 11-West Jinnah Avenue, Blue Area, Islamabad.  051-2279565,2270471-3 051-2279566 agicoisb@agico.com.pk 

Islamabad II 11-West Jinnah Avenue, Blue Area, Islamabad. 051-2279565,2270471 051-2279566 agicoisb@agico.com.pk 

Rawalpindi-II National Business Centre, Shamsabad,   Murree Road, 
Rawalpindi. 

051-9290479, 9290489 051-9290499 agicorwp@agico.com.pk 

Rawalpindi-III Ist/3rd Floor, Sam Plaza, Unit No.40/10+11 Bank road, Saddar, 
Rawalpindi 

051-9273661-2 051-9273660 agicorwp3@agico.com.pk 

Jhelum 1st Floor, Soldier Plaza, Civil Lines, Jhelum. 0544-9270339 0544-9270374 agicojlm@agico.com.pk 

Sialkot 1st Floor, Oberoi Co-operative Building, Paris Road, Sialkot 052-4582381 052-4582382 agicoslt@agico.com.pk 

Gujranwala 1st Floor, Al-Azhar Plaza, Opp. Iqbal High School, Ghalla Mandi, 
G.T. Road, Gujranwala. 

055-3856324, 3734326 055-3856325 agicogrw@agico.com.pk 

Lahore I 914-C, Shouk Chowk, Faisal Town, Mulana Shoukat Ali Road, 
Lahore. 

0423-5161545-7, 
 

0423-5160222 agicolhr@agico.com.pk 

Lahore III 

  

Office# 106, 1st Floor, Lateef Centre Ichra, 100-Ferozpur Road, 
Lahore 

0423-7502327-29 0423-7502330 agicolhr3@agico.com.pk 

Faisalabad 2nd Floor, Platinum Centre, Kotwali Road, Faisalabad. 041-2412302-5 041-2412301 agicofsd@agico.com.pk 

Faisalabad -II Office No: 13-16, 1st Floor, Kohinoor One Plaza, Jaranwala 
Road, Faisalabad. 

041-8501862-3 041-8501861 asif.majeed@agico.com.pk 

Multan 

  

Golden Heights, Near High Court, Nustrat Road, Multan Cantt.. 061-4547842 061-4547862 agicormtn@agico.com.pk 

Hyderabad 1st Floor, Gul Centre, Thandi Sarak, Hyderabad. 022-2729689 022-2783976 agicohyd@agico.com.pk 

Karachi-I Marium Centre, Plot # 167-G,Mezzanine Floor Khalid Bin 

Waleed Road, Karachi 

0213-4306704-6 0213-4306709-10 agicokch@agico.com.pk 

Karachi-II 3rd Floor, AWT Plaza, I.I. Chundrigar Road, Karachi. 0213-2273513-5 0213-2214332 agicokch2@agico.com.pk 

Peshawar 6th Floor, State Life Building, The Mall, Peshawar Cantt. 091-5284768, 5272058 091-5284769 agicopsc@agico.com.pk 

Abbottabad Room-10, Silk Plaza, Mansehra Road, Abbotabad. 0992-342439 0992-342440 agicoabt@agico.com.pk 

Sargodha 43-44, Rehman Business Centre, 2nd Floor, University Road, 
Sargodha. 

0483-768559-61 0483-768579 agicosgd@agico.com.pk 

Bahawalpur 2nd Floor, Shahab Plaza, Chowk One Unit, Bawawalpur. 0622-284201 0622-284203 agicobwp@agico.com.pk 

Head Office (Underwriting/Claims Deptt, Askari Health) 276-A, Peshawar 
road, Rawalpindi Cantt 

051-5125053-4, 5125017 051-5125056, 
5125017 

agicoho@agico.com.pk 


